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Abstract
Background: In order to replicate within their cellular host, many viruses have developed self-assembly strategies for
their capsids which are suﬃciently robust as to be reconstituted in vitro. Mathematical models for virus self-assembly
usually assume that the bonds leading to cluster formation have constant reactivity over the time course of assembly
(direct assembly). In some cases, however, binding sites between the capsomers have been reported to be activated
during the self-assembly process (hierarchical assembly).
Results: In order to study possible advantages of such hierarchical schemes for icosahedral virus capsid assembly, we
use Brownian dynamics simulations of a patchy particle model that allows us to switch binding sites on and oﬀ during
assembly. For T1 viruses, we implement a hierarchical assembly scheme where inter-capsomer bonds become active
only if a complete pentamer has been assembled. We ﬁnd direct assembly to be favorable for reversible bonds
allowing for repeated structural reorganizations, while hierarchical assembly is favorable for strong bonds with small
dissociation rate, as this situation is less prone to kinetic trapping. However, at the same time it is more vulnerable to
monomer starvation during the ﬁnal phase. Increasing the number of initial monomers does have only a weak eﬀect
on these general features. The diﬀerences between the two assembly schemes become more pronounced for more
complex virus geometries, as shown here for T3 viruses, which assemble through homogeneous pentamers and
heterogeneous hexamers in the hierarchical scheme. In order to complement the simulations for this more
complicated case, we introduce a master equation approach that agrees well with the simulation results.
Conclusions: Our analysis shows for which molecular parameters hierarchical assembly schemes can outperform
direct ones and suggests that viruses with high bond stability might prefer hierarchical assembly schemes. These
insights increase our physical understanding of an essential biological process, with many interesting potential
applications in medicine and materials science.
Background
The structure and dynamics of viruses are a fascinat-
ing research subject not only from a biological, but also
from a physical perspective [1]. In particular, they are a
very instructive model system to study self-assembly of
large protein complexes with a relatively clear biological
function. As viruses do not show metabolic activity of
their own, they need to infect host organisms in order
to replicate. One key step during the replication process
is the formation of the protein shell containing the viral
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genome. For many viruses, the capsid formation is suﬃ-
ciently autonomous that it occurs even in vitro [2]. This
robustness of the process guarantees successful replica-
tion within the dynamic and heterogeneous environment
of a living cell. Although virus shell formation is con-
sidered as a paradigm for the self-assembly of protein
complexes [3], its underlying principles are far from being
fully understood. Progress in our understanding of virus
assembly would increase our knowledge of a process of
large biological and medical relevance as well as help to
advance new self-assembly strategies in materials science
applications [4].
A large variety of mathematical models and simula-
tion approaches has been developed to gain insight into
the dynamics of capsid formation from a theoretical
perspective. In these approaches the characteristics of
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protein association and dissociation processes were ana-
lyzed depending on parameters like interaction strength,
subunit geometry or temperature. The employed tech-
niques range from large-scale Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations with only a modest amount of coarse-graining
of the atomic details [5] through various schemes of
coarse-grained MD [6-11] to patchy particle simulations
with interaction potentials [12,13]. A thermodynamic
framework for assembly of icosahedral viruses has been
established by Zlotnick and coworkers [14-20]. In general,
these studies have revealed that the formation of com-
plete virus capsids requires intermediate bond stability.
If interaction strength is too high (or, equivalently, tem-
perature too low), the system becomes kinetically trapped
in intermediates which cannot rearrange anymore due
to the strong binding. If interaction strength is too low
(or, equivalently, temperature too high), the target struc-
ture is not suﬃciently stable. Another mechanism which
can prevent complete capsid formation is the occurrence
of misﬁts, leading to structural polymorphism as often
studied with MD-schemes allowing for cluster distortions
[21-23].
Due to the large number of single building blocks
assembling during virus formation (the simplest icosahe-
dral capsid, T1, has already 60 protein components), there
is a multitude of topologically possible assembly path-
ways. Similar to protein folding, the dominance of few key
structures is believed to limit the number of pathways and
to speed up the process [14]. In this respect it has been
observed that some viruses have developed mechanisms
to orchestrate self-assembly by regulating the reactivity
of their binding sites [24,25]. This switching establishes a
hierarchy in the formation of transient intermediates dur-
ing the assembly process. In a number of experiments,
partly supported by theoretical calculations, it has been
shown that intermediates of pentameric and hexameric
symmetry are of special importance for the assembly pro-
cess of icosahedral viruses [3,26-32]. Early observations
of in vitro assembly of phages and small viruses revealed
pentamer sub-structures to play a key role [26,27]. Exper-
iments on Brome Mosaic Virus [28], Cowpea Chlorotic
Mottle Virus [30], Human Papillomavirus [31] and Simian
Virus 40 in vivo and in vitro [32] explicitly report capsid
assembly from pentameric capsomers. A model for the
assembly of Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle Virus suggests that
its protein shell assembles from pentamers as well as from
trimers of dimers (hexamers) [3].
Despite the described variety of computational
approaches used for virus assembly, to our knowledge
the eﬀect of a state-dependent activation of binding sites
during the assembly process (hierarchical assembly) has
not been explored yet from the theoretical point of view.
Although some models consider assembly from pen-
tameric and hexameric clusters, these subunits at the
same time represent the smallest entities of the system
and their formation from single proteins is not included
[10,21,33]. Here we investigate the eﬀect of a binding
hierarchy on the assembly of icosahedral viruses by
comparison of hierarchical and non-hierarchical (direct)
assembly from single monomers. We use Brownian
Dynamics simulations with reaction patches which have
previously been used to study transport-limited protein
reactions [34,35]. Our approach assumes well-deﬁned
capsid geometries (in the spirit of local rules) and does
not require the use of interaction potentials. This makes
our simulations relatively fast, but does not allow us to
study structural polymorphism. One particular strength
of our approach is that it implements the correct mobil-
ity matrix for each possible geometry of the assembling
clusters [34]. Another advantage which is exploited here
is that one can easily implement hierarchical assembly by
an event-driven switching of patch reactivity.
This paper is organized as follows. We ﬁrst give an
overview of the simulation framework and the imple-
mented geometries. Then we present our results for direct
and hierarchical assembly of T1 virus capsids. The anal-
ysis of T1-assembly is completed with a comparison of
the two assembly mechanisms and a discussion of the
eﬀect of an increased number of initial monomers. We
then explain our results for direct and hierarchical assem-
bly of the more complex T3 virus. They are followed by
a detailed analysis of the formation of individual cap-
somers, which includes a master equation approach. The
paper closes with concluding remarks and an outlook to
potential future applications of our approach.
Methods
Outline of the computer simulations
To study virus assembly we use a Brownian dynamics
approach with patchy particles which has been developed
before to investigate diﬀusion and association of model
proteins and their complexes [34,35]. Single proteins are
modeled as hard, spherical particles with equal radius.
They are equipped with a speciﬁc number of reaction
patches representing the binding sites. The geometry of
the virus capsid is coded in the position of the reaction
patches on the spheres. Assemblies of several proteins are
treated as rigid objects whose diﬀusive characteristics are
calculated on the ﬂy upon formation [36]. In each simu-
lation step the particles are propagated according to their
translational and rotational diﬀusive properties, followed
by possible association and dissociation steps. Binding of
two proteins is implemented as a two-step process fol-
lowing the notion of the encounter complex [37]. Upon
diﬀusional overlap of two reaction patches, binding occurs
stochastically with a predeﬁned patch-speciﬁc rate ka.
Thus, the probability for the transition from encounter
to a bound state within a given timestep t is pbind =
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kat. If the bond formation is accepted, the binding part-
ners instantaneously click into their predeﬁned relative
orientation, assuming that this processes is much faster
and less stochastic than diﬀusion. The repositioning is
distributed among the two clusters according to their dif-
fusive weights. If this reorientation leads to a steric overlap
of the two associating partners with each other or with
other protein complexes, binding is rejected and the old
positions and orientations of the clusters are used for the
next simulation step. Similarly to association, dissociation
of an existing bond occurs stochastically with the bond
speciﬁc rate kd. Thus, a bond is disrupted within t with
the probability pbreak = kdt. If the broken bond was
the only connection between two clusters, both are prop-
agated independently in the following simulation step.
The simulation algorithm is combined with a visualization
routine which enables us to follow the assembly process.
Some representative snapshots of the step-wise assembly
of a T1 virus capsid are shown in Figure 1.While the upper
row shows direct assembly from 60monomers (dark blue),
in the lower row monomers (light blue) ﬁrst have to form
pentamers (red), which then in turn form the complete
capsid (hierarchical assembly). Corresponding movies are
provided as Additional ﬁles 1 and 2, respectively.
Capsid geometries
The capsid geometries follow the well-established Caspar-
Klug scheme where the quasi-equivalent positions in the
scaﬀold of an icosahedral capsid are represented by dif-
ferent types of monomers [38]. The structural complexity
is described by the triangulation number T derived from
the capsid geometry. T is restricted to certain integer val-
ues (T=1,3,4,7,9,...) and denotes the number of protein
types which are needed to form a full icosahedral shell.
The total number of monomers per capsid is nf =60 T.
The icosahedron vertices represent points around which
the proteins cluster into close-packed arrays. The proteins
grouped around the twelve vertices (which represent axes
of ﬁvefold symmetry) form pentamers, while the triangu-
lar faces of the icosahedron are covered with hexamers.
Every scaﬀold consists of 12 pentameric and 10 · (T − 1)
hexameric capsomers. In our description we restrict the
eﬀect of growing complexity (T> 1) to the hexamers.
Thus, every hexamer contains (T−1) diﬀerent proteins, so
that the number of hexameric subunits as well as the num-
ber of individual components of each hexamer increase
with T. We want to point out that this scheme for divid-
ing virus geometries into ringlike subunits represents only
one out of several possible realizations. Following pre-
vious approaches to the characterization of icosahedral
geometries [39], we use a set of local rules to deﬁne the
bond angles between the individual particles. In this way,
the resulting structure is encoded in the bond properties
of the elementary subunits. Due to the high symmetry of
the viral capsid, only a small number of diﬀerent bonds
is suﬃcient to deﬁne a unique target geometry. We note
that the exact deﬁnition of bond properties impedes the
formation of aberrant cluster structures. Therefore the
approach used here does not allow us to study structural
polymorphism.
Direct and hierarchical assembly
Direct assembly is deﬁned as the formation of a cap-
sid from monomers whose bond properties remain
unchanged throughout the whole simulation. Thus every
reaction patch is active at all times. In contrast to this
unconstrained assembly mechanism, hierarchical assem-
bly is decomposed into multiple steps of switching of
patch reactivity depending on the conﬁguration of the
particles. Since pentameric and hexameric rings have
been identiﬁed as key subunits in the assembly process, we
implement hierarchical assembly as switching of reactivity
upon formation of these structures. Initially only the two
patches leading to assembly of pentameric or hexameric
ring structures are active on every single protein (intra-
capsomer bonds). These patches are locked once the ring
Figure 1 Visualization of T1 Capsid Assembly. The snapshots from the computer simulations show the course of T1 virus capsid formation for
direct (top) and hierarchical assembly (bottom) from nf=60 single monomers. In hierarchical assembly, a color change of the proteins from blue to
red indicates the switch of binding characteristics upon completed formation of a pentameric capsomer.
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has closed, so that the formation of these subunits is irre-
versible. Simultaneously to the locking of intra-capsomer
patches the binding sites which connect the pentamers
and hexamers with each other (inter-capsomer bonds) are
activated so that in a second step, formation of the cap-
sid proceeds via association of the capsomer rings. This
collective switching in binding properties should not be
confused with the conformational switching of individual
subunits which has been used before to study structural
polymorphism [21-23].
Simulation details
At the beginning of each simulation run the single pro-
teins are placed at random, non-overlapping positions in a
cubic periodic boundary box. From this conﬁguration we
let the system evolve according to the algorithm described
above with a constant timestep t corresponding to a
real time of 0.1 ns. A trajectory (one simulation run of
predetermined ﬁnite length) is considered as successful
if a complete virus shell is formed within the simulation
time. The diﬀusive properties used here correspond to a
temperature value of T=293 K and a viscosity value of
η = 2 · 10−3Pa s. The single proteins have a radius of R=1
nm and a patch radius of r=0.4 nm with the center of the
spherical patches placed at the surface of the protein. We
choose the same initial concentrations for all simulations
of one virus geometry. To observe a considerable number
of association events within a reasonable time we use rela-
tively high concentrations of several mM. Although these
concentration values exceed those applied in experimen-
tal setups (several μM [37]), this is a common practice
in simulation approaches [7,11,34,35]. During the simula-
tions we record the number of clusters of size n, νn (1 ≤
n ≤ nf = 60 T), as well as the ﬁrst passage times (FTPs) of
intermediates of speciﬁc sizes. The probability that some
monomer belongs to a cluster of size n is p(n) = (νnn)/nf .
The sum of these probabilities is normalized to one. The
average cluster size is given by
n =
nf∑
n=1
p(n)n =
nf∑
n=1
νnn
nf
n . (1)
Results
Overview
In this section we investigate the dynamics of virus capsid
formation for direct and hierarchical assembly and com-
pare them in order to identify their generic diﬀerences. To
characterize the assembly performance, the yield (i.e. the
relative number of successful trajectories within a given
simulation time) and the ﬁrst passage times (FPTs) of
selected intermediates are recorded for diﬀerent model
parameters. We systematically compare both assembly
mechanisms in a parameter space ranging from ka =
3.0 ns−1 to 9.0 ns−1 and from kd = 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1
to 1.95 · 10−2 ns−1. For the simulations of assembly of
T1 capsids we use an initial monomer concentration of
c = 4.5 mM (60 particles in a cubic box with side length
L = 28 nm). Investigation of T3 is carried out at an ini-
tial concentration of c = 1.7 mM (nf = 180, L = 55
nm). To classify diﬀerent assembly regimes we distinguish
between three diﬀerent phases: the early, intermediate and
ﬁnal phases which we deﬁne to be delineated by the emer-
gence of cluster sizes 1/3 nf , 2/3 nf and nf , respectively.
T1 direct assembly
Figures 2a and b show the temporal evolution of the rel-
ative population of all cluster sizes for one favorable and
one unfavorable set of model parameters, respectively.
The average cluster size n¯(t) (see Eq. 1) is shown as solid
line and shows a sigmoidal shape. Starting from a full set
of available monomers, we observe subsequent formation
of dimers, trimers and then larger intermediate clusters.
In the favorable case shown in Figure 2a, the distribu-
tion always stays close to the average and complete capsid
formation is achieved. Remarkably, this successful case is
also characterized by the relatively long persistence of a
monomer pool (inset to Figure 2a). The persistence of
a relatively high number of monomers during the inter-
mediate assembly phase shows the system’s capability to
reorganize and enables one dominant cluster to grow.
In marked contrast, for the unfavorable case shown in
Figure 2b, the distribution of intermediates considerably
broadens. The average does not reach complete capsid
formation, and the monomer pool is depleted much ear-
lier. Here the intermediates are more restricted in under-
going recombinations, many trajectories become kineti-
cally trapped and the average does not capture anymore
the dynamics of the assembly process. In both cases, the
assembly dynamics slow down during the ﬁnal phase. This
can, at least partly, be attributed tomonomer starvation as
the slow-down occurs when only very few monomers are
left. The prominent features found here (sigmoidal kinet-
ics, fast growth after lag time, kinetic trapping, monomer
starvation in the ﬁnal phase) have been found before also
with coarse-grained MD-simulations [6,7,9].
The main diﬀerence between the two parameter sets
used in Figure 2 is that the second (unfavorable) case
leads to more stable intermediates (higher ka, lower kd).
In Figure 2c we systematically investigate the eﬀects of the
bond parameters on direct assembly by comparing yield
and assembly speed for diﬀerent combinations of ka and
kd. The upper left corner of the parameter plots repre-
sent strong bonds (high ka, low kd), while weak bonds are
found in the lower right corner (low ka, high kd). The left
plot shows the relative yield averaged over an ensemble of
40 trajectories. Direct assembly of T1 shows a large region
of high yield for dissociation rate values above a threshold
of around kd = 10.5 · 10−3 ns−1. Below this value almost
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Figure 2 T1 direct assembly. a) and b) show the relative population of diﬀerent cluster sizes as a function of time for a favorable (ka = 5.0 ns−1,
kd = 13.5 · 10−3 ns−1) and a unfavorable (ka = 8.0 ns−1, kd = 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1) set of parameters, respectively. The average cluster size is shown as
solid line. In the inset the monomer population ν1(t) is shown as a function of time. c) Parameter space analysis of direct assembly. Relative yield
(left) and relative assembly speed (right) are depicted using a heat-map representation for various combinations of ka and kd . All data are obtained
from 40 independent simulation runs.
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no successful assembly is observed. This is due to the lim-
ited possibilities of the intermediates to reorganize, which
results in the occurrence of kinetically trapped structures.
For low dissociation rates we also observe a dependency of
the yield on the choice of ka. In this region, lowering of the
bond breaking rate kd can at least partly be compensated
by lowering of the association rate ka.
In the right plot of Figure 2c, we show the relative
assembly speed as a function of model parameters. The
assembly speed is deﬁned as the inverse of the completion
time of the capsid, v = 1/FPT(nf ). Because this quantity
can be obtained only for successful assemblies, here we
average only over completed trajectories. In contrast to
the relative yield, we see a clear dependence of the assem-
bly speed on the association rate ka across the whole
parameter space. Fastest assembly is observed for rela-
tively low values of ka. The observation that relatively high
association rates lead to slower assembly can be explained
by the increasing tendency to form more than one large
cluster in the early and intermediate phases. Thus, even
for high dissociation rates, the necessary rearrangement
of the clusters slows down the assembly process consid-
erably. We also record a relatively high assembly speed at
low kd values where only low yield is observed. Since the
relative speed values are obtained by averaging over suc-
cessful trajectories only, these results show that, if a full
capsid is formed, it is completed within a short time.
To conclude, we see that the success of assembly in
terms of yield is mostly determined by the choice of
the dissociation rate kd. For low values of kd the sys-
tem becomes kinetically trapped, while large values of kd
allow for the reorganization of the clusters. The relative
assembly speed of successful trajectories is strongly inﬂu-
enced by the choice of ka. Here we identify an optimum at
ka = 5.0 ns−1, with speed being worse both at larger and
smaller values. In agreement with previous studies, we
observe that most eﬃcient assembly (i.e. high yield com-
bined with fast capsid completion) occurs at intermediate
bond stability and that bond reversibility is an important
requirement for successful capsid formation [9,40,41].
T1 hierarchical assembly
Hierarchical assembly of a T1 virus capsid is analyzed
in a similar manner as direct assembly. Figures 3a and b
show the evolution of relative cluster size population and
the average cluster size for assembly under favorable and
unfavorable conditions, respectively. Due to the imposed
hierarchy, clusters above pentamer size adopt only partic-
ular size values (multiples of ﬁve). Hierarchical assembly
under favorable conditions (Figure 3a) shows a long early
phase during which the ﬁrst pentamers are formed. The
following intermediate phase is characterized by addition
of newly formed capsomers to one dominant cluster. A
striking feature of hierarchical assembly is the dramatic
slow-down in the ﬁnal phase. A majority of trajectories
remains in the n = 55 state for a long time where all but
one pentamer have formed and joined the almost com-
plete capsid. This can be explained by increasedmonomer
starvation. In hierarchical assembly, all small clusters of
sizes below ﬁve are connected by single bonds only. Since
the lowmonomer concentration in the ﬁnal phase reduces
the frequency of diﬀusional encounter, it takes a long time
before the last pentameric ring can be closed irreversibly.
From the inset of Figure 3a we clearly identify the for-
mation of the last pentamer as the bottleneck of capsid
completion in hierarchical assembly. Here the capsid com-
pletion time is plotted against the formation time of the
last pentamer for several successful trajectories of one
exemplary parameter set. We observe that the comple-
tion of the last pentamer is almost instantly followed by its
integration into the capsid.
The assembly dynamics shown in Figure 3b for an unfa-
vorable parameter combination does not lead to complete
assembly within the given simulation time. In contrast
to the favorable case (Figure 3a), the association rate is
lower and the dissociation rate is higher, which results in
a reduced overall bond stability. This is found to strongly
hinder the formation of the late pentamers. Although
slower, the overall course of the assembly process is
not substantially diﬀerent from the successful case in
Figure 3a. Themain diﬀerence between the two parameter
combinations becomes clear by looking at the completion
times of the pentamers which are shown in the inset of
Figure 3b. We see that the pentamer FPTs of both cases
follow the same shape during the early and intermedi-
ate phases, but that for low bond stability the completion
times in the late phase are delayed. This delay grows with
ongoing assembly, so that the ﬁnal pentamer does not
close within the simulation time. Here the negative eﬀect
of low monomer concentration on capsomer assembly,
which was discussed earlier, is ampliﬁed by the low bond
stability.
To quantify the eﬀects of diﬀerent combinations of ka
and kd on hierarchical assembly of T1, we again perform
a systematic investigation of the bond parameter space as
shown in Figure 3c. Considering the relative yield of com-
plete capsids (Figure 3c, left image), we observe that only
a narrow range of parameters leads to a considerable frac-
tion of successful trajectories. High yield is only observed
at high bond stabilities (high ka, low kd) in the upper left
corner of the parameter plot. To take into account the
critical role of the formation of the last pentamer in our
simulations, we also show the yield of almost ﬁnished cap-
sids (n = 55) at the end of the simulation time (Figure 3c,
right image). The region where we observe almost ﬁn-
ished capsid is considerably expanded and a large fraction
of trajectories reaches n=55 in the upper left corner of
parameter space. The yield decreases along the diagonal
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Figure 3 T1 hierarchical assembly. a) and b) show the relative population for a favorable (ka = 8.0 ns−1, kd = 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1) and unfavorable
(ka = 5.0 ns−1, kd = 1.35 · 10−2 ns−1) set of parameters, respectively. The average cluster size is shown as solid line.In the inset of a) the FPT(nf ) is
plotted against the FPT of the last pentamer. The inset of b) shows the completion times of the pentamers for the parameter sets analyzed in a) and
b), respectively. c) Parameter space analysis of hierarchical assembly. The relative yield of full capsids (left) and of clusters of size n=55 (right) are
depicted using a heat-map representation for various combinations of ka and kd . All data are obtained from 40 independent simulation runs.
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from high towards low bond stability values (lower right
corner). It becomes clear that the unfavorable parameter
combinations do not show kinetically trapped states as
they occur in direct assembly, and that most trajectories
are close to capsid completion. The high yield of almost
ﬁnished capsids and the lack of trapped trajectories sug-
gests that the bond hierarchy promotes successful capsid
completion, but is vulnerable to monomer starvation.
T1 direct versus hierarchical assembly
The above analysis has revealed a marked diﬀerence
between direct and hierarchical assembly schemes. From
Figures 2 and 3, it is also clear that the ﬁnal state of a
trajectory is strongly aﬀected by the ﬁnite length of the
simulation and provides only limited information on the
dynamics of assembly. In particular hierarchical assem-
bly depends strongly on the formation of the last pen-
tamer and suﬀers from monomer starvation in the ﬁnal
phase. To evaluate in more detail the performance of
the assembly process in its diﬀerent phases, we system-
atically compare the FPTs of certain intermediates for
both direct and hierarchical assembly. The results are
depicted in Figure 4 in a sequence of phase diagrams.
Blue areas are those where direct assembly performs bet-
ter while red indicates parameter combinations where
hierarchical assembly is faster. Points where a clear dis-
tinction is not possible are shown in gray (diﬀerence of
direct and hierarchical FPTs less than 10% of the sum of
both FPTs).
For the ﬁrst emergence of intermediates of half the cap-
sid size (FPT(30), Figure 4a), direct assembly is faster
throughout the whole parameter space. This is related
to the earlier observation of an extended initial phase of
hierarchical assembly when compared to direct assembly
(see Figure 3). It can be explained by the fact that the
monomers in direct assembly exhibit three active bind-
ing sites and thus easily form clusters of considerable size.
Since hierarchically assembling monomers are designed
to form ﬂat pentamer rings, only the two patches forming
intra-capsomer bonds are active until full capsomers are
formed. Thus the number of fruitful encounters is reduced
remarkably, which leads to the observed slow-down of the
initial phase.
Looking at the FPTs for the two-third assembled cap-
sid (FPT(40), Figure 4b), we see a large region in the
upper left part of the parameter space (high ka, low kd)
where hierarchical assembly is now able to overtake direct
assembly. This can be attributed to two eﬀects. Firstly,
hierarchical assembly speeds up once a pool of capsomers
is available. Secondly, direct assembly is slowed down at
high bond stabilities. Since the combination of fast for-
mation of large, stable clusters in the early phase (due to
high ka) and slow dissociation of small clusters leads to
a small number of free monomers, the dominant cluster
grows only slowly. In the region of lower bond stability,
direct assembly remains faster. Here the increased abil-
ity of un- and rebinding of single proteins allows for fast
rearrangement, leading to a suﬃciently large supply of
free monomers so that the dominant cluster can easily
grow beyond n = 40. Simultaneously the pentamer rings
in the hierarchical setup form slower than at high bond
stabilities.
The diﬀerence between the two assembly mechanisms
becomes even more evident when looking at FPT(50)
(Figure 4c). At low kd values, direct assembly experiences
kinetic trapping. As a consequence, hierarchical assembly
is superior for almost all small kd values, also at points
where the question of dominance remained undecided
for FPT(40). The parameter region of weak bonds where
direct assembly is faster than hierarchical one is observed
Figure 4 Comparison of T1 direct and hierarchical assembly.We evaluate a) FPT(30), b) FPT(40), c) FPT(50) and d) FPT(60) for diﬀerent parameter
combinations (ka , kd). Blue ﬁelds indicate points at which the respective FPT for direct assembly is smallest while red ﬁelds identify hierarchical
assembly to be faster. Points where no clear distinction is possible are colored in gray. Every data point is obtained from 45 simulation runs.
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to extend during the step from FPT(40) to FPT(50) (lower
right corner of parameter space). Under these conditions
the eﬀect of beginning monomer starvation delays the
pentamer completion of hierarchical assembly.
For the assembly speed of the complete virus capsid
(FPT(60), Figure 4d), direct assembly dominates again
across almost the whole parameter space. Only at very
high bond stabilities hierarchical assembly shows lower
or comparable FPT values. This is not surprising taking
into account the results for the overall yield of hierarchi-
cal assembly (Figure 3c) and underlines the large impact
of monomer starvation on hierarchical assembly.
We conclude that hierarchical assembly is not always
better than direct assembly. Direct assembly performs
better both in the initial and ﬁnal phases. During the inter-
mediate phase, however, hierarchical assembly is more
successful, because it does not suﬀer from stable bonds
preventing structural rearrangements. Due to the limited
number of possible interactions, hierarchical assembly is
unlikely to get trapped in sub-pentameric units. In gen-
eral, for hierarchical assembly parameter combinations
resulting in high bond stability are favorable. At these val-
ues we observe kinetic trapping of most of the directly
assembling systems. In addition, the symmetry of the
pentamers themselves and the low complexity of their
interactions prevent them from getting trapped in large
clusters incompatible with the ﬁnal capsid. For T1, this
favors the step-wise build-up of the target structure.
T1 eﬀect of initial number of monomers
Until now we have used exactly as many monomers as
needed to form one complete capsid. In experiments,
monomers are likely to be present in surplus or to be pro-
vided with a certain rate. To study the eﬀect of the limited
number of monomers on our simulation, we next increase
the initial supply to N=80 and N=120 monomers while
keeping the concentration constant by enlarging the sim-
ulation box. For the case N=80, a surplus of 20 monomers
will be present upon formation of a complete capsid. For
the case N=120, two capsids might be formed in paral-
lel and thus the beneﬁt of an increased initial monomer
concentration might be shared by them in a complex
manner. Figures 5a-5c show a comparison between direct
and hierarchical assembly of the FPT(50) for an initial
number of N=60, N=80 and N=120 monomers, respec-
tively. As in Figure 4, blue ﬁelds indicate that direct
assembly has a lower FPT(50), red ﬁelds mark param-
eter pairs for which hierarchical assembly is faster and
for gray ﬁelds no clear distinction is possible. We see
that the comparison of both mechanisms leads to sim-
ilar results for all setups. When increasing the number
of initial monomers we observe a slightly larger region
of the parameter space in which hierarchical assembly
becomes favorable. This is not surprising, as we identiﬁed
monomer starvation to strongly hinder the ﬁnal capsid
completion for hierarchical assembly. However, in general
the eﬀect of monomer starvation seems to have relatively
little impact on the relative eﬃciency of the two diﬀerent
assembly schemes for clusters of size N=50.
Figures 5d-5f show the yield of the ﬁrst capsid within
simulation time for an initial number of N=60, N=80 and
N=120monomers, respectively. Here again red indicates a
higher yield of hierarchical assembly while blue indicates
a higher yield of direct assembly. Gray marks parame-
ter pairs with the same yield. In contrast to the FPT(50),
we can clearly see that increasing the initial number of
monomers results in a largely expanded parameter space
in which hierarchical assembly is favorable. This shows
that monomer starvation aﬀects the ﬁnal phase of hier-
archical assembly in particular as it has been inferred in
the previous section. In fact hierarchical assembly per-
forms well throughout the whole parameter space and
shows high yield for intermediate and weak bonds. At
very high bond strength we even observe some trapping
for hierarchical assembly. However, direct assembly still
strongly suﬀers from kinetic trapping so that the param-
eter space corresponding to high bond strength remains
clearly dominated by hierarchical assembly. We also note
that increasing the initial number of monomers from
N=80 to N=120 does not lead to a further promotion of
hierarchical assembly, presumably because now two cap-
sids form in parallel, each drawing monomers in a similar
manner as before for N=60.
To conclude, we ﬁnd that our main results from the
previous section remain valid for an increased number
of initial monomers. Hierarchical assembly is favorable
at high bond strength due to the decreased possibility of
trapping while direct assembly is favorable at low bond
strength allowing for fast reorganization of large clusters.
In general, we expect that our results also carry over to
even larger systems.
T3 direct versus hierarchical assembly
Given the results for T1 virus assembly, we now ask how
they carry over to more complicated geometries like T3
viruses. In this section we compare the characteristics
of direct and hierarchical assembly of T3 viruses which
are composed of nf =180 monomers. Now we place again
exactly the number of monomers needed for the forma-
tion of one complete capsid into the simulation box.While
in the hierarchical assembly of T1 viruses the capsid was
built from pentameric subunits only, T3 virus capsids
consist of 12 pentameric and 20 hexameric capsomers.
Figure 6 shows a model capsid which, in the hierarchi-
cal case, assembles from two diﬀerent subunits. While the
pentamers are formed from identical proteins, the hex-
amers contain two diﬀerent particle types. Due to the
increased complexity of the T3 capsid, we observe only a
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Figure 5 Eﬀect of initial number of monomers on T1 assembly. Comparison of FPT(50) (a-c) and yield (d-f) for direct and hierarchical assembly
with an initial number of N=60, N=80 and N=120 monomers, respectively. Blue ﬁelds indicate points at which the FPT for direct assembly is smallest
or the yield is largest while red ﬁelds identify hierarchical assembly to be faster or the yield to be higher. Points where no clear distinction was
possible are colored in gray. Every data point is obtained from 45 simulation runs.
small range of bond parameters to lead to high yield for
direct assembly in our computer simulations. Moreover,
we are not able to identify a parameter combination that
allows successful hierarchical assembly within the used
simulation time. This is caused by the lowered concen-
tration of individual species of monomers which leads to
a dramatic slow-down of capsomer formation in the ﬁnal
phase. As hierarchical assembly reaches the largest cluster
sizes at a high association rate of ka = 9.0 ns−1, we now
systematically analyze the eﬀect of diﬀerent dissociation
rates kd (5 · 10−4 ns−1 ≤ kd ≤ 1.35 · 10−2 ns−1) while
keeping ka ﬁxed.
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Figure 6Model for T3 virus capsid. (a) Visualization of the T3 virus capsid and its capsomers of (b) pentameric and (c) hexameric structure. The
hexamer is composed of two diﬀerent protein types.
Figure 7 shows diﬀerent FPTs (1/3nf , 2/3nf and 5/6nf )
for direct (blue color) and hierarchical (red) assembly for
ka = 9.0 ns−1 and varying dissociation rate. The FPTs are
complemented with yield histograms showing the relative
number of trajectories which reached the corresponding
size within the simulation time. From Figure 7a we imme-
diately see that all trajectories in the investigated param-
eter interval have grown beyond a cluster size of n = 60
at the end of the simulation. Comparison of the FPTs for
direct and hierarchical assembly reveals assembly speeds
of the same magnitude at low values of kd. With grow-
ing dissociation rate the FPTs increase for direct as well
as for hierarchical assembly. This is not surprising since a
lower bond stability leads to an increased number of dis-
sociation events and a slower cluster growth. The FPTs
of direct assembly increase only moderately (about one
order of magnitude) compared to those of hierarchical
assembly (two orders of magnitude). This extreme sen-
sitivity of hierarchical assembly is caused by the strong
impact of the low bond stability on capsomers formation.
The eﬀect was already observed in hierarchical assem-
bly of T1 and is ampliﬁed here due to the presence of
several protein types and the resulting lowered eﬀective
initial concentration: The number of fruitful monomer
encounters is not only reduced by the smaller number
of active patches compared to direct assembly, but also
by the limited number of suitable binding partners. As
a consequence of the dramatic slow-down of hierarchi-
cal assembly with increasing kd, we observe zero yield
of intermediates of size n=120 above a threshold around
kd = 7.5 · 10−3 ns−1 (Figure 7b). On the contrary, we
record a decrease in the yield of direct assembly below
this kd value. This can be explained with the occurrence
of kinetic trapping which we already encountered in T1
direct assembly. Analysis of the corresponding FPT val-
ues of so far successful trajectories reveals that, despite
the trapping tendency, the speed of direct assembly is still
comparable to that of hierarchical assembly at low kd val-
ues. For even larger cluster sizes (FPT(150), Figure 7c) we
see further partitioning of the parameter space. Above a
threshold around kd = 4.5 · 10−3 ns−1, no hierarchi-
cal assembly is observed, while below this value, only one
directly assembling trajectory reaches this size.
T3 eﬀect of initial number of monomers
As for the assembly of T1 capsids, we again investigate
the role of an increased initial number of monomers on
the simulation results for the T3 capsid. We increase the
initial number of monomers by 10% and 20% (without
changing the concentration) and record the FPTs for
these simulations. In Figures 8a-8c the FPT(120) and
the yield of clusters of size 120 are shown for an initial
number of N=180, N=196 and N=216 monomers, respec-
tively. As in the previous section we explore the eﬀect of
varying kd while keeping ka = 9.0 ns−1 ﬁxed. Comparing
the FPT(120) for the diﬀerent setups we see that above
kd = 1.5 ns−1, hierarchical assembly becomes faster for an
increased initial number of monomers. Direct assembly in
contrast is only slightly aﬀected throughout the parame-
ter space. When looking at the yield of clusters of size 120
within simulation time (9 · 106ns), we clearly see the pos-
itive eﬀect of an increased initial number of monomers
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Figure 7 Comparison of T3 direct and hierarchical assembly. a), b) and c) show the ﬁrst passage times FPT(60), FPT(120) and FPT(150) together
with the relative yield of the corresponding cluster size for ﬁxed ka = 9.0 ns−1. Blue and red boxes show the results for direct and hierarchical
assembly, respectively. The data points are obtained from 10 simulation runs. The maximum simulation length of 9 · 106ns represents the upper
boundary of the FPT values.
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Figure 8 Eﬀect of initial number of monomers on T3 assembly. Comparison of T3 direct and hierarchical assembly for an initial number of
N=180, N=198 and N=216 monomers. a)-c) show the FPT(120) and d)-f) show the FPT(150) together with the relative yield of the corresponding
cluster size for the respective initial number of monomers while. Blue and red boxes show the results for direct and hierarchical assembly at a ﬁxed
ka = 9.0 ns−1 in a range of kd = 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1 − 13.5 · 10−3 ns−1. For N=180 a additional value at kd = 0.5 · 10−3 ns−1 is shown. The data points
are obtained from at least 10 simulation runs with a maximum length of 9 · 106ns.
on hierarchical assembly for weaker bonds (higher kd).
However, it remains worse than direct assembly at these
bond strengths. These ﬁndings are in agreement with the
eﬀect observed for T1 when increasing the initial number
of monomers. While the dynamics of direct assembly is
only weakly aﬀected by the initial number of monomers,
hierarchical assembly suﬀers less from the eﬀect of
monomer starvation. Considering the FPT(150) we again
see a complete separation of the parameter space into
one region in which only direct assembly is observed and
another region in which hierarchical assembly dominates.
Looking at the yield we see that for an initial number of
180 monomers hierarchical assembly is only observed
for kd ≤ 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1 while this region expands to
kd ≤ 4.5 · 10−3 ns−1 for an increased initial number
of monomers. It might be possible that the parameter
space in which hierarchical assembly is favorable expands
further for a larger increase of the initial number of
monomers, similar as it was observed for T1 (Figure 5).
However, it seems that the favorable eﬀect of an increased
initial number of monomers is weaker for T3 capsids
than for T1 capsids due to the more complex geometry.
In the following section we will investigate the role of
complexity of the T3 capsid for the hierarchical assembly
of a T3 capsid.
Capsomer formation in T3 hierarchical assembly
In order to further investigate the eﬀects that slow down
hierarchical assembly, we now analyze the dynamics of
hexamer and pentamer formation both with computer
simulations and a master equation approach. To compare
the FPTs for pentamer and hexamer formation, we scale
these values with the number of monomers per capsomer
ring. This linear scaling is based on the assumption that
the mean time for a net addition of monomers to small
ring-forming clusters is independent of the cluster size.
This simpliﬁcation in particular neglects the increased
number of decay paths of hexamers compared to pen-
tamers. However, the assumption seems justiﬁed for the
present case of high bond stabilities (high ka, low kd), at
least for the early and intermediate phase of assembly.
In Figure 9a the average capsomer formation times from
T3 assembly at the most promising parameters identi-
ﬁed from Figure 7 are shown (now again for N=120). We
ﬁnd that during T3 capsid assembly hexamers form slower
than pentamers (for the same sequential number). The
diﬀerence between the completion times increases with
time (the last hexamer data point, no. 18, is an exception
to this rule since its FPT is artiﬁcially cut down to lower
values by the ﬁnite length of the simulation). In order to
investigate whether this is caused by the diﬀerent rela-
tive densities of monomers forming pentamers (60/180)
and hexamers (120/180) or a result of the increased com-
plexity of the hexamer rings, we perform a separate set of
simulations. In this complementary simulation we com-
pare the assembly of hexamers consisting of one type of
protein (identical hexamers) and hexamers built from two
diﬀerent types of proteins (T3-like hexamers). To reduce
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Figure 9 Analysis of T3 capsomer assembly. a) FPTs of pentamer and hexamer capsomers emerging during T3 hierarchical assembly are
compared to those of T3-like and identical hexamers from the down-scaled simulations. All simulations use ka = 9.0 ns−1 and kd = 1.5 · 10−3 ns−1.
As there are diﬀerent total numbers of capsomers to be formed of each type, we compare the relative progress of assembly by plotting all species in
the same plot with diﬀerent scales (1 to 12 for pentamers, 1 to 20 for hexamers). FPTs are scaled with the ring size. All values are obtained from 10
independent simulation runs each. b) Relative cluster size population n · νn(t) during hexamer assembly in the down-scaled systems. The results for
monomers (ν1) and complete capsomers (ν6) from the analytical master equation approach (lines) are compared to the simulation data (symbols)
for T3-like and identical hexamers.
the computational eﬀort we downscale the system to half
its size while preserving the concentration (i.e. assembly
of 10 hexamers in the presence of 30 pentamer-forming
monomers). In Figure 9a the hexamer-FPTs from the com-
plementary simulation are compared to those at the same
relative positions in the assembly process of the full simu-
lations. The FPTs are again scaled with the ring size.While
the dynamics of the identical hexamers follow the course
of the pentamers in the full simulation, the FPTs of the T3-
like hexamers and the T3 hexamers of the full simulation
are in good agreement. This observation suggests that the
delay in hexamer formation observed in the full simula-
tion is caused by the two-type complexity of the hexamers
compared to the uniformly structured pentamers.
To complement this investigation we use an analytical
master equation approach to perform a closer analysis of
the dynamics of parallel assembly of several hexamers.
Here we develop a set of equations which gives analytic
results for the number of clusters of size n, νn (t)(1 ≤ n ≤
nf = 6), as a function of association and dissociation rate.
The time evolution of the macroscopic quantity νn is the
result of reactions between clusters of all sizes k which
cause a change of νn. We introduce the association rate a
for successful binding of two clusters per unit time and the
dissociation rate bnk which denotes the rate for decay of a
cluster of size n to two daughters of sizes k and (n − k).
bnk is composed of the dissociation rate per bond per unit
time, b, and a factor dnk which quantiﬁes the probability
for the decay of a cluster of size n to a constellation where
one of the daughters is of size k. dnk is determined by the
ratio of total dissociation probability (proportional to the
number of bonds which compose n) and the probability of
the decay products to have the required size. The popula-
tion νi increases by the decay of clusters with sizes larger
than i, so that dji(i < j < nf ) is always positive. For these
cases we ﬁnd dji = 2 for each pair j, i, since the decay
from 2i to two daughters of sizes i accounts for a double
increase of νi. The factor dnn denotes the total decay prob-
ability of a cluster, it is thus negative and proportional to
the cluster size. Here we use dnn = −(n − 1) for every
n < nf . We account for one-step processes only, which
means we focus on transitions where two clusters merge
or one cluster falls apart into two daughter clusters. If we
assume that the formation of the complete hexamer ring is
irreversible and that the total number of particlesN is pre-
served, the complete set of equations describing the time
evolution of the system reads
ν˙n(t) =
∑
k+l=n
aνk(t)νl(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
growth by association
of smaller clusters
− νn(t)
nf −n∑
k=1
aνk(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
decrease by association
with other clusters
+
nf −1∑
k=n
bknνk(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
growth/decrease
by dissociation events
(2)
ν˙nf (t) =
nf /2∑
k=1
aνk(t)ν(nf −k)(t) (boundary condition)
(3)
nf∑
n=1
n · νn(t) = N (constraint) (4)
Numerical evaluation with the initial condition ν1(t =
0) = N gives the time evolution of all cluster size pop-
ulations νn. By ﬁtting the set of equations to the course
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of all νn(t) from the complementary simulation (nf = 6,
N = 60), we obtain parameter combinations a, b which
reproduce the observed assembly dynamics. Under the
constraint that the dissociation rate b per bond is constant
for identical and T3-like hexamers (since the simulations
apply the same kd), we ﬁnd the following parameters:
aid = 2.4 · 10−6 ns−1 (identical hexamers), aT3 = 1.2 ·
10−6 ns−1 (T3-like hexamers) and b = 9 · 10−5 ns−1.
In general, all νn(t) are reproduced well. This suggests
that the assumption of a constant association rate a per
bond, independent of the sizes of the encountering clus-
ters, is a reasonable approximation for the formation of
small rings. The results for ν1(t) and ν6(t) are displayed
in Figure 9b together with the simulation data points for
both types of hexamers. The early phase is the region
which exhibits the largest discrepancies between data and
ME results, while the ﬁnal phase of assembly shows a
high level of consistency. This can be explained by the
fact that the rate equation framework does not include
any spatial constraints and is thus not able to reproduce
the same sort of lag time before the ﬁrst protein reactions
as was observed in the simulations, where the randomly
distributed particles react only after diﬀusional mixing
leads to the ﬁrst encounter events. This is also the rea-
son why the diﬀerence between the cases of T3-like and
identical hexamers becomes visible in the simulation data
only after a certain time, while the ME results diﬀer from
the very ﬁrst iteration step (see Figure 9b). Since the rate
equations do not contain a diﬀusional component, the
coeﬃcients a and b cannot be directly related to the simu-
lation parameters ka and kd. While ka determines the rate
of transition from encounter to a bound state, a as well
includes the formation of diﬀusional patch overlap. We
estimate a = ka/(NA · V ), where V is the simulation box
volume. Using the initial concentration c = N/(NA · V ),
we ﬁnd the expression a = ka · cN . a is thus, as expected,
proportional to the initial monomer concentration in the
simulation box. Applying this relation to the ﬁt parame-
ters using the eﬀective initial concentration of the protein
types, we estimate the overall association rate values to be
kﬁtaid = 3.3 · 107 s−1 M−1 and k
ﬁt
aT3 = 6.5 · 107 s−1 M−1.
The fact that the association rate aid for identical hex-
amers is about twice the value found for aT3 conﬁrms
that the diﬀerence in assembly dynamics for identical
and T3-like hexamers has its origin in a reduced asso-
ciation rate, caused by reduced encounter of matching
protein types. Our observations suggest that the associ-
ation rate decreases linearly with increasing number of
bond partners in the system and thus the number of diﬀer-
ent protein types needed to form a capsomer ring. When
comparing our values for the diﬀusional encounter rate
to data from experiments, we see that we overestimate
the association rate. In general, the association rate for
bimolecular binding reactions is experimentally found to
lie between 4 ·106 and 107 s−1 M−1 [37]. Absence of long-
ranged forces, as it is the case for our simulation frame-
work, is predicted to push the rates below 106 s−1 M−1
[42]. The reason for our relatively high estimates for the
encounter rate could be the treatment of dissociation as
a stochastic event without immediate relocation of the
partners. In the present implementation, two patches stay
in an encounter after dissociation and their movement is
subject to the cluster mobility. We assume this to cause
an overestimation of rebinding frequencies which results
in an increased association constant. Whereas the associ-
ation rate constant can be related to other results, there is
no such argument for the value of b.
Discussion
Understanding the biophysical principles underlying the
self-assembly of virus capsids is of fundamental impor-
tance for biology and medicine, and might also promote
novel applications in materials science. Here we have pre-
sented a Brownian dynamics study of the assembly of
icosahedral virus capsids. Using a patchy particle model
without potentials, our simulations are relatively fast and
therefore we are able to obtain good statistics with rela-
tively modest computing times. One special strength of
our approach is the rigorous treatment of translational
and rotational diﬀusion, with the motility matrices for
any cluster shape calculated on the ﬂy. Our approach is
particularly suited to focus on the eﬀect of a bonding
hierarchy on the performance of the assembly process.
The hierarchy was established by an event-driven switch-
ing of bond characteristics upon the formation of cap-
somer rings, which have earlier been identiﬁed as key
intermediate structures of the assembly pathway of some
icosahedral viruses [3,26-28,30-32]. We ﬁrst conducted a
detailed comparison of direct versus hierarchical assem-
bly for T1 viruses. To elucidate the eﬀects of an increased
complexity of the capsid geometry on the formation of
the capsomer rings, we then performed a detailed anal-
ysis of capsomer assembly for T3 viruses, including a
master equation approach complementing the computer
simulations.
Our results for direct assembly of T1 virus capsids
show that capsid completion is only successful if the
bonds are weak enough to allow for a suﬃcient num-
ber of unbinding and reorganization events. Otherwise
kinetically trapped clusters appear. These ﬁndings are in
good agreement with the results of previous approaches
[6,9,40,41]. In marked contrast, hierarchical assembly per-
forms better for high bond stabilities, as the imposed
hierarchy reduces kinetic trapping. However, hierarchical
assembly is more vulnerable to monomer starvation in the
ﬁnal phase. This eﬀect has previously been observed in
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other approaches for direct assembly [6,43], but it is even
more severe for hierarchical assembly speciﬁcally stud-
ied here. Comparison of direct and hierarchical assembly
reveals that hierarchical assembly, although slower in the
early phases, is able to outperform direct assembly at high
and intermediate bond strength. This is due to the fact
that capsids assembling from highly symmetric capsomers
do not require fundamental reorganizations to achieve
large cluster size, as it is the case in direct assembly.
The analysis of T3 virus assembly shows that the eﬀects
apparent for T1 viruses become ampliﬁed by the increased
complexity of the capsid geometry. In general, the assem-
bly process of T3 viruses is slower due to the size of the
capsid and the increased complexity of the protein inter-
actions. Starting with exactly 180 monomers the param-
eter space for successful direct assembly is narrowed and
we do not observe any complete capsids in hierarchi-
cal assembly within the used simulation time. Investiga-
tion of the course of assembly of the two mechanisms
reveals that they both perform best in distinct regions
of the parameter space. Increasing the initial number of
monomers we ﬁnd that hierarchical assembly performs
better while direct assembly remains widely unaﬀected.
However, we still observe that bothmechanisms are favor-
able in distinct regions of the parameter space. To analyze
the eﬀect of geometric complexity on capsomer formation
during hierarchical assembly, we perform a closer analy-
sis of assembly of diﬀerent capsomer types. The results
show a signiﬁcant slow-down of capsomer formation with
increasing structural complexity, which explains why we
do not observe any full T3 virus capsids in the hierarchi-
cal setup within the given simulation time. These ﬁndings
suggest a further slow-down for the assembly dynamics of
more complex capsids such as T4 and T7 for hierarchical
assembly.
Computer simulations of virus assembly are usually car-
ried out with a ﬁxed number of initial monomers and
therefore necessarily lead to monomer starvation in the
ﬁnal phase. In vivo, this constraint should be less relevant
than in our simulations. Once a cell is infected by a virus,
one expects to see a constant production rate for viral pro-
teins, and therefore monomer starvation should be less of
an issue. It would be interesting to test if in such a situa-
tion, hierarchical assembly becomes even more favorable
than found here. In computer simulations, this could be
done by continuously adding new monomers and remov-
ing completed capsids. We leave this to future studies as it
would entail to introduce at least two more model param-
eters, namely the rates for monomer injection and capsid
removal, as well as explicit rules on the spatial position-
ing of the new monomers. A similar study could be done
experimentally for viruses which self-assemble in vitro,
although here too there might be technical problems to
implement such procedures. For in vivo systems, such
studies would depend verymuch on the details of the virus
assembly of interest, in particular on the spatial coordina-
tion in regard to the diﬀerent cellular compartments.
Our simulation framework has great potential for fur-
ther investigation of assembly of icosahedral viruses, i.e.
capsids with higher T-number (T4, T7,...). Although larger
simulation times become necessary, they are potentially
much smaller than the ones required for less coarse-
grained approaches, including patchy particle models
with interaction potentials or coarse-grained molecu-
lar dynamics simulations. A particular strength of our
approach is the possibility to switch patch reactivity dur-
ing the assembly process. This suggests to investigate even
more complex ways to build virus capsids. Our approach
could also be applied to other interesting cases of pro-
tein assembly, for example to the actin cytoskeleton, for
which diﬀerent regulatory proteins lead to changes in
local reactivity.
Conclusions
We conclude that it might be beneﬁcial for icosahedral
viruses to assemble hierarchically, since it prevents kinetic
trapping and allows for faster formation of larger struc-
tures. Our results suggest that hierarchical assembly per-
forms better than direct assembly for high and interme-
diate bond stability, while direct assembly is favorable for
weak bonds allowing for fast reorganization. For complex
viruses, our study suggests that the problem of monomer
starvation and critical concentrations has to be addressed
for each type of monomer separately, thus making the
process more vulnerable for ﬂuctuations in the supply
chain and imposing limits to the overall degree of com-
plexity. The partitioning of parameter space into favorable
regions for direct versus hierarchical schemes becomes
even stronger for more complex capsid geometries and
suggests ways to design optimal assembly schemes for
diﬀerent molecular species.
Additional ﬁles
Additional ﬁle 1: Movie showing direct assembly. Representative
movie showing the direct assembly of a T1 capsid from 60 monomers. As
no switching in bond reactivity occurs, all particles are shown as dark blue
spheres with white reactive patches. Snapshots are shown in Figure 1 (top).
Additional ﬁle 2: Movie showing hierarchical assembly.
Representative movie showing the hierarchical assembly of a T1 capsid
from 60 monomers. Here the color switch from light blue to red for the
intermediate clusters indicates the transition in reactivity upon completed
formation of a pentamer ring. Snapshots are shown in Figure 1 (bottom).
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